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This article presents the core technologies and deployment strategies of Team

CERBERUS that enabled our winning run in the DARPA Subterranean Chal-

lenge finals. CERBERUS is a robotic system-of-systems involving walking and

flying robots presenting resilient autonomy, as well as mapping, and naviga-

tion capabilities to explore complex underground environments.

This article details the winning performance of Team CERBERUS in the DARPA Subterranean

Challenge Final Event.

Introduction

The DARPA Subterranean (SubT) Challenge was a three-year, $82 million (1) robotics com-

petition organized and coordinated by the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

*This manuscript has been accepted for publication in Science Robotics. This version has not undergone final
editing. Please refer to the complete version of record at https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/
scirobotics.abp9742. The manuscript may not be reproduced or used in any manner that does not fall
within the fair use provisions of the Copyright Act without the prior, written permission of AAAS.
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(DARPA). The SubT Challenge pushed roboticists to develop innovative technologies to sup-

port operations in complex underground settings, presenting notable challenges for military and

civilian first responders. The subterranean presents extreme environmental diversity, ranging

from tunnels spanning over multiple kilometers to complex urban multi-level settings, from

narrow passages and vertical shafts connecting cave networks to vast chambers, and from ar-

eas that are seamless to traverse to grueling sections. Hence, operating in these environments

is difficult and can often be dangerous for humans. Therefore, robotic systems can be a valid

alternative to provide rapid situational awareness to a small team of operators prior to possible

entry in such unknown and dynamic subterranean areas. This competition brought together over

300 competitors from 20 different teams, composed of individuals, startups, universities, and

large companies that spanned 11 countries and 20 universities.

The SubT Challenge was organized into two competition tracks: Systems and Virtual. Sys-

tems track teams deployed their hardware and software solutions to compete in physical sub-

terranean courses. In contrast, Virtual track teams developed software-only solutions evaluated

in simulation. Synergy among the two tracks was facilitated especially by the release of sim-

ulation models of the robots teams deployed in the Systems track. The underground scenarios

for the Systems track included human-made tunnel networks extending for several kilometers

and presenting vertical openings (“Tunnel Circuit” - August 2019), multi-level urban under-

ground structures with complex layouts (“Urban Circuit” - February 2020), and natural cave

environments with complex morphology and constrained passages (“Cave Circuit” - August

2020, canceled event). Finally, a final, comprehensive, benchmark mission combined all the

challenges of the previous circuits (“Final Event” - September 2021).

Competing teams were tasked with exploring and mapping unknown underground areas,

with the additional requirement that only one team member, the Human Supervisor, was al-

lowed to manage and interact with the deployed robots. Teams were scored based on their
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ability to localize specified objects, called “artifacts”, representing features or items of interest

applicable to subterranean settings. Artifacts for the Prize Run of the Final Event included hu-

man (mannequin) survivors, cellphones, backpacks, drills, fire extinguishers, vents, gas-filled

rooms, helmets, ropes, and a custom SubT cube. Each team had 60 minutes to find as many as

possible of the 40 artifacts distributed along the course, while having a fixed number of avail-

able reports (to discourage false positives). A point was earned for each report that correctly

identified an artifact’s class, and its position within five meters of the object’s ground-truth

location.

DARPA initiated the SubT Challenge to stimulate development in four technical areas: Au-

tonomy, Perception, Networking, and Mobility. Robotic systems were asked to show a high

level of resilient autonomy, proving to be able to map, navigate, and search in complex and dy-

namic environments without substantial human interventions (Autonomy). Additionally, they

had to cope with hard navigation challenges, operating under varying and degraded conditions,

involving dust, fog, mist, water, smoke, darkness, obscured views, and/or scattered environ-

ments (Perception). Moreover, the robots had to send information to the Human Supervisor

while dealing with limited line-of-sight, the effects of varying geological conditions, and wire-

less signal propagation challenges in subterranean environments (Networking). Finally, the

systems were tasked to navigate mobility-stressing and dynamic terrain, including narrow pas-

sages, sharp turns, large drops/climbs, inclines, steps, falling debris, mud, sand, and water

(Mobility).

The Prize Round of the Final Event took place at the Louisville Mega Cavern in Kentucky,

in September 2021 and involved eight teams for the Systems track and nine teams for the Vir-

tual track. For the Systems track, other than Team CERBERUS, the following teams competed:

“CSIRO Data61” (deploying tracked vehicles, legged robots, and drones), “MARBLE” (lever-

aging legged and wheeled robots), “Explorer” (relying primarily on custom-built wheeled and
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flying robots), “CoSTAR” (using legged, wheeled, and drones), “CTU-CRAS-NORLAB” (de-

ploying legged, tracked, and flying robots), “Coordinated Robotics” (using wheeled and flying

robots) and “Robotika” (using wheeled robots). In the leaderboard of the Systems track’s prize

run, both teams “CERBERUS” and “CSIRO Data61” scored 23 points, followed by teams

“MARBLE” (18), “Explorer” (17), “CoSTAR” (13), “CTU-CRAS-NORLAB” (7), “Coordi-

nated Robotics” and “Robotika” (both with 2 points). As both CERBERUS and CSIRO Data61

were tied with 23 points each, the tiebreaker rule had to be invoked: “the team that identified

its last artifact earliest would win.” CSIRO Data61 reported the final point with under 30 sec-

onds remaining, while CERBERUS reported its last artifact with more than 1 minute left thus

breaking the tie and winning the DARPA Subterranean Challenge, as well as a $2 million prize

reward.

Development and Deployment Strategy

Team Introduction

Team CERBERUS (2) represented a collaborative system-of-systems (Fig. 1) involving walk-

ing and flying robots equipped with multi-modal perception capabilities, navigation and map-

ping autonomy, and self-deployed network communication modules. This enabled the reliable

access, navigation, exploration, mapping, and object search in complex, sensing-degraded, dy-

namic, and rough subterranean environments. A tethered roving platform assisted the team and

acted as a communication hub. As developed by the end of the SubT Challenge, CERBERUS

involved multiple ANYmal C legged robots that offered the necessary endurance and the ca-

pacity to traverse challenging terrain. Flying robots, small-sized collision-tolerant platforms

and larger multirotor systems, accompanied the walking platforms, thus permitting the access

and exploration of environments with a substantial height such as mine stopes, shafts, and large

cave chambers. All robots implemented resilient multi-modal sensor fusion exploiting LiDARs,
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as well as visual or thermal cameras (optional), that could collectively penetrate and localize

in environments that span over several kilometers, involve self-similar geometries, and present

sensor-degradation challenges including dense obscurants such as smoke and dust. A unified

exploration path planning strategy allowed the CERBERUS system-of-systems to explore di-

verse subterranean environments autonomously. To gather the necessary expertise, Team CER-

BERUS leveraged international partnerships involving the University of Nevada Reno, ETH

Zurich, the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), University of Califor-

nia Berkeley, University of Oxford, Flyability and Sierra Nevada Corporation.

A

B C

D

EF

Figure 1: Instances of field deployments of a subset of the CERBERUS system-of-systems
robots in the DARPA Subterranean Challenge Final Event environment and other testing sites.
The ANYmal C SubT quadruped robot exploring and looking for artifacts in urban settings
(A), tunnel environments (B), and cave networks (C). The tethered roving platform driving in a
cave network to act as communication hub for the other robots (D). Medium-sized aerial scout
(E) and RMF-Owl (F) exploring sections of underground mines that may involve high vantage
points.
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Robots and Sensors

CERBERUS’s legged agents were based on the “ANYmal C100” series quadruped by ANY-

botics, customized to create the ANYmal “SubT” version. This version was water- and dust-

proof (IP67) and could operate in humid and dusty conditions. It weighed 55 kilograms includ-

ing the payload and could operate for 80 minutes while continuously walking. There were two

types of ANYmal C SubT robots: the “Explorer” and the “Carrier”, which differed in their sen-

sor configuration and mission role. The Explorer’s goal was to proceed deep in the subterranean

environments while detecting as many artifacts as possible. The Carrier robots had fewer sen-

sors and supported underground operations by carrying and deploying communication-extender

modules on the ground to increase the wireless network range. Both robot types were equipped

with a LiDAR sensor used for Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) and an “Al-

phasense Core,” a visual-inertial sensor by Sevensense, which encapsulated three monochrome

and four color cameras used both for SLAM and to detect artifacts. Moreover, the Explorer

robots were equipped with two additional LiDAR sensors for improved terrain mapping and

a pan-tilt unit head featuring a zoom-enabled camera, a thermal camera, a microphone, and a

spotlight.

CERBERUS utilized a team of “Aerial Scouts” to provide fast exploration, especially in the

areas not accessible by the ground robots. There were three main categories of these scouts,

namely medium-sized multirotors (3), small-sized collision-tolerant flying robots (“Gagarin”

and “RMF-Owl”), and a single large-sized tricopter (“Kolibri”). The RMF-Owl (4) and the

Gagarin (3) platforms integrated LiDAR and vision and were two types of collision-tolerant

aerial vehicles featuring a protective outer cage. Gagarin was developed around the “Elios”

collision tolerant platform built by Flyability. The medium-sized scouts, built around the “M100

frame” by DJI, integrated a LiDAR, a color camera, as well as a thermal camera and could

penetrate dusty and smoke-filled environments. The large-sized Kolibri, based on a tricopter
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platform from Voliro, was intended for long-term missions (over 20 minutes endurance) and

vertical exploration (by being able to pitch independently of its translation).

An additional wheeled ground vehicle extended the CERBERUS communication network.

This rover featured a high-gain directional antenna and a 300 meter-long optical fiber reel con-

nected to the Base Station with the capability of automatic unrolling while the rover moved.

Modes of Operation

The CERBERUS system-of-systems functioned in a “supervised autonomy” mode by exploit-

ing several degrees of robotic autonomy for exploration and search of underground environ-

ments, combined with human reasoning to guide the deployment strategy of the robotic team.

It was “supervised” in that the Human Supervisor reasoned about the environment information

available at the Base Station and, based on their situational assessment, made high-level deci-

sions and could assign subtasks to each robot towards one collective exploration strategy. Each

system then undertook the execution of its task autonomously. First, a robot could be tasked to

explore a certain unknown area while ensuring it remained within communication range. If it

went beyond the communication range after a certain step, it would backtrack to a point with

connectivity. Second, a robot could also be tasked to explore unknown regions away from com-

munication range, given a set time budget after which it would return back to connection range.

A third mode allowed the Supervisor to command the robot to reach a frontier close to un-

mapped areas and then trigger autonomous exploration. Finally, as a last resort, the Supervisor

could provide a waypoint in the map and request the robot to find an admissible path to reach it.

Overall, in the CERBERUS’ vision, highly autonomous robots became part of an exploration

strategy driven by human reasoning in the described supervised autonomy fashion.
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Overview of the Result

Fig. 2 shows an overview of the winning prize run, including the collectively explored map and

the trajectories (A) of the four deployed ANYmal C robots, some of the challenges faced during

the mission (B to E), and a selection of our agents’ exploration, perception, and autonomy

capabilities (F and G). Overall, the robots walked for more than 1.7 kilometers and successfully

identified and reported 23 artifacts out of 40 that were distributed along the course.

Technologies for Underground Autonomous Operations
Resilient Autonomy

Search for objects of interest in unknown and communication-limited subterranean environ-

ments necessitates that robotic systems are capable of highly autonomous exploration with

little-to-no human supervision. Responding to this challenge, CERBERUS implemented a

resilient autonomy paradigm that uniformly allowed both legged and flying robots to access,

explore, map, and search diverse underground environments. At the core of this autonomy

solution was the Graph-based exploration path planner (GBPlanner) (5, 6). Exploiting a volu-

metric representation of the environment (7), GBPlanner employed a bifurcated architecture to

deliver efficient “local exploration” alongside “global autonomy” over kilometer-sized maps.

The local exploration stage was normally triggered and started by querying the robot location,

the currently explored map (created using the sensor measurements and robot poses), and some

defined bounds of the exploration space. First, a random graph within a local bounding box

was sampled. The method then identified the path that the robot could take within the explored

space, such that its range sensors could explore more unknown space efficiently. The algorithm

allowed for true 3D exploration, while simultaneously considering the admissibility limitations

of slopes and other terrain anomalies for ground systems. Due to the complex topologies and

often highly-inclined terrain presented by the subterranean environments, the local exploration
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Figure 2: Overview of the winning prize run of Team CERBERUS in the DARPA Subterranean
Challenge Final Event. The collectively explored map (A), the trajectories of the four deployed
ANYmal C SubT robots, and the 23 successfully reported artifacts with their locations (with
examples of detected “survivor” and “backpack” artifacts). The collective map is composed of
the maps created by each robot (colorized based on the agent) and overlapped on the ground
truth map (in yellow) provided by DARPA. The robots faced multiple challenges during their
mission, as shown in the images collected with the onboard cameras: narrow passages (B),
rough terrains (C), sensor degraded tunnels filled with smoke (D), and self-similar environ-
ments with a lack of visual texture (E). Each robot generated exploration paths (in yellow)
to explore unknown underground environments and proceed further to search for artifacts (F).
Each exploration path (in yellow) was adjusted by the reachability-based navigation planner
to create a traversable path (in blue with axes markers) based on the traversability proprieties
encoded in an elevation map (G), where areas displayed in white were classified as steppable.
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stage may not be able to find a path leading to further exploration. At this moment, the planner

could — automatically or through possible human supervision — trigger its global mode. The

global stage exploited an incrementally built sparse graph that spanned across the known map

and stored information about the frontiers of exploration along with the paths going to them.

This allowed auto-re-positioning to unexplored areas, as well as automated or human-triggered

return to home or to a previous point of communication with the Base Station either due to

battery limitations or when a set time allotment expired.

Robust Mobility

Given the path from the exploration planner, the ground and flying robots needed to navigate the

environment to perform the exploration. The Final Event course contained various challenging

obstacles for robot mobility. The tunnel area had rails or hose tubes, the stairs in the urban

area posed a challenge for ground vehicles, and the cave area presented a rough and slippery

surface. The ground contained gravels, rocks, and a steep and narrow passage posing navigation

and locomotion challenges.

To avoid local obstacles and follow the exploration path safely, exploration waypoints pro-

vided by the exploration planner were followed by a legged robot-specific reachability-based

navigation planner (8) that commanded the quadruped’s locomotion controller. This navigation

planner could locally adjust the exploration path to better cope with the properties of the sur-

rounding terrain. It used a local GPU-derived elevation map (9) and a cost map that encoded

traversability properties of the area.

Moreover, our learning-based perceptive locomotion controller (10) was employed on the

ANYmal robots to track the velocity commands generated to follow a local, traversable, path.

This controller was entirely trained in simulation using reinforcement learning and learned how

to jointly generate commands for the robot’s actuators to enable it to walk over various types of
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rough terrain. We applied data randomization during training to achieve a high level of robust-

ness. Namely, we randomized external forces and torques on the main body, the initial body

and joint velocities, the total mass, and the slipperiness of the terrain. The key aspect of this

controller was to combine the robot’s onboard multi-modal information robustly. It was criti-

cal to perceive the environment using the exteroceptive measurement from the local elevation

map to handle obstacles such as stairs, however, due to the challenging navigation conditions

applicable in the subterranean environment, the sensors could get degraded for multiple rea-

sons. In fact, the course contained dust, smoke, and water puddles, which added noise to the

sensor measurements and made them unreliable. We trained our controller with various exte-

roceptive noise sources to deal with this case. The policy learned how to balance the amount

of information to use from each modality through end-to-end training (10). Our locomotion

controller could decide whether to use exteroceptive inputs, if detected as reliable, for fast and

smooth locomotion or choose to ignore them if marked as degraded. Moreover, the capability

of dealing with noisy measurements also made the controller able to cope with sudden sensors

malfunctioning (i.e., no more measurements available). In previous phases of the competition,

we explored different foot configurations (3) (point-foot, flat-foot, wheels) for the ANYmal

robot. We converged that a point-foot design offers the best versatility against terrain diversity

and provides a comprehensive solution, compared to wheeled or tracked robots, to overcome

most terrain without needing to specialize their design.

With respect to our aerial robots, our systems employed the conventional paradigm of cas-

cade position-attitude control exploiting fixed gain structures or model predictive control strate-

gies (3, 4, 11).
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Resilient Localization and Mapping

For reliable robot navigation in complex subterranean environments, robust localization and

mapping are among the core components of robot autonomy. These components are respon-

sible for providing consistent and low-latency localization for real-time robot operations and

producing an accurate and informative map. In response, the CERBERUS’ localization and

mapping solution was based on two key understandings. First, multi-modal sensing was crucial

to enable reliable robot operation in the underground, by providing redundancy and access to

diverse multi-modal sensor data inputs that present different failure points. Second, the devel-

oped solutions were flexible to adapt to variations in sensor payloads and compute capabilities

present across the diverse ground and flying robots of CERBERUS. Building on these ideas, a

two-stage localization and mapping solution was developed.

For onboard localization and mapping, each robot estimated its pose and map in real-time

fully onboard using a complementary multi-modal sensor fusion approach, CompSLAM (12),

making each robot an independent autonomous agent. CompSLAM fuses visual and thermal

imagery, LiDAR depth data, inertial cues, and kinematic pose estimates in a hierarchical manner

to provide redundancy against cases of sensor data degradation and estimation failures. The

key idea was that for each sensing modality, or a subset, an independent robot pose estimator

was operational — the output of which, subject to passing health checks, was provided as

an initialization point for the next sensor pose estimator in the hierarchy. If an estimator was

determined to be inconsistent, due to data- or process-level health checks failure, the pose of the

previous estimator was provided directly to the next pose estimator, skipping the inconsistent

estimator in-between. This design robustly ensured that a robot always had an updated pose

estimate and map available.

To exploit the multi-robot constraints for the joint optimization of robot poses and to build

a mission map for artifact reporting, a multi-modal multi-robot mapping solution, M3RM (13),
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was developed. This solution is a centralized approach that takes advantage of the extensive

computational resources on the Base Station to improve localization and mapping at the joint

mission level. When in communication range, individual robots incrementally transferred their

odometry estimates and sensor data to create an inter-robot factor graph. Each robot sent visual-

inertial factor graphs with subsampled and compressed LiDAR measurements to account for

the network’s bandwidth limits. This graph was optimized to create a globally consistent multi-

robot map and report optimized artifact locations. As a fallback, the system could use the

CompSLAM solutions per robot for artifact reporting, while most aerial robots only reported

their onboard solution regarding their pose and map estimates. Overall, the bifurcation of local-

ization and mapping at the robot and mission levels allowed for improved resilience by avoiding

a single point of failure.

Communications

Underground settings can be particularly demanding for wireless communication as signal prop-

agation is often unpredictable and highly influenced by the environment geometry. The auton-

omy capabilities of each robot are a crucial feature to ensure the exploration of subterranean

environments with minimal human supervision. Still, at the same time, extended wireless net-

work coverage is essential to swiftly send the gathered information (map, objects of interest)

from the robots to the Base Station. Therefore, CERBERUS employed an ad-hoc wireless mesh

network, composed of several “nodes,” to cover extended distances and ensure a connection link

with the robots exploring deep in the unknown. This network operated in the 5.8 gigahertz range

and was composed of the legged robots and the wheeled ground vehicle, which acted as nodes.

Carrier ANYmal robots could ferry and deploy additional communication-extender modules,

also acting as mesh nodes, to increase the reach of the wireless mesh network incrementally

upon human command. Each Carrier ferried four of these modules on its back that were re-
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leased by lowering the torso height and activating an electromagnetic release mechanism. Each

module was a water- and dustproof self-contained unit, including a “BreadCrumb DX2” radio

by Rajant and a battery that allowed two hours of operation. The mesh network constituted

the team’s backbone communication infrastructure, which could also be accessed by the aerial

scouts, acting as clients.

Artifact Detection

Accurate artifact detection and localization was key to scoring in the SubT challenge. To detect

the visual artifacts (all except cellphones, gas and the SubT cube), Team CERBERUS used

YOLOv3 (14) trained using a total of over 40, 000 labeled images collected in subterranean

environments. Beyond collecting a large amount of data, attention was paid to gathering artifact

images in the presence of obscurants, using different cameras, diverse background appearances,

as well as with varying light conditions and motion blur. The trained network was deployed

onboard each robot. For each artifact detected in an image, rays were cast from the pixels

inside the detection bounding box into the robot’s volumetric map to obtain an initial position

of the artifact. Subsequent measurements collected as the robot moved allowed improving

artifact location estimates. False detections were prevented using binary probability filters that

updated the probability of the artifact class with each detection. The cellphone and the SubT

cube were detected using Bluetooth signal strength measurements, and gas with a CO2 sensor.

Given a window of measurements, the artifact location was set to the robot’s location where

the maximum intensity was acquired. The Human Supervisor inspected and accepted/rejected

a detection prior to submitting an artifact report.
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Lessons learned

The DARPA Subterranean Challenge exposed robotic technologies to diverse challenges and

environments, offered multiple lessons based on real-life field-testing, and allowed researchers

to draw important conclusions that influence future robotics developments. Although we devel-

oped the presented methods and systems mainly to address the challenges posed by the SubT

competition, we expect that they can be adapted and deployed in different fields other than

subterranean exploration (such as mapping of construction sites, exploration of new infrastruc-

tures, ship and process tank inspection, etc.). We attribute this potential for generalization to

the similarity of the underlying challenges in terms of arduous terrain (e.g., in construction),

perceptually-degraded conditions (e.g., in industrial assets), and the need for autonomous map-

ping and object recognition for a host of inspection and monitoring tasks. Below, we summarize

our most pertinent lessons learned.

Legged and flying robots are the ideal combination for subterranean environments. In the

beginning of the challenge, teams explored different options including wheeled, tracked, legged,

and flying robots. CERBERUS specifically proposed an almost complete reliance on walking

and flying systems. At the Final Event, almost all teams heavily relied on legged and flying

robots. Walking robots represented the prime exploration unit offering both endurance and the

ability to overcome challenging terrain in a manner superior to wheeled or tracked systems.

Flying robots were the complementary system to “fill the gap” and explore highly vertical envi-

ronments, and impassable terrain. However, small aerial robots suffer from limited endurance,

while it is possible that the areas where such systems are mostly needed (e.g., a vertical passage)

are far from the deployment point of our systems. Responding to this fact, our team aimed for

the marsupial ferrying of RMF-Owl by ANYmal (15), although this development was finalized

only after the competition. This can offer the complementary capabilities of a flying robot when
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and where the legged robots could truly benefit by its support deep in the underground.

Resilient perception and autonomy are the key technologies to explore and search sub-

terranean environments. Despite historic progress in SLAM and path planning, underground

environments proved to be the domain where autonomy had many reasons to break. Systems

had to be robust, redundant, and resourceful in their ability to enable perception through the

most degraded conditions and within their effort to explore deeper on their own. Multi-modal

robotic perception fusing complementary sensors capable of penetrating diverse conditions of

perceptual-degradation, and presenting different cases of ill-conditioning (e.g, LiDAR is unaf-

fected by lack of texture which however challenges visible-light cameras), was essential in order

to minimize possible breaking points in the robots’ ability to localize and map. Furthermore, we

have demonstrated that an exploration planning policy reflecting the key geometric challenges

of underground environments could uniformly guide vastly different robotic configurations to

explore and search efficiently. However, some key aspects are lacking in autonomy to un-

lock the full potential of the robots which include semantic understanding of the environment,

a comprehensive modeling of navigation risks (e.g., the interplay between perception condi-

tions and path planning decisions), tigher coupling of exploration planning and traversability

constraints (when applicable), (multi-)robot SLAM with improved consistency against severe

sensor degradation, and efficient decentralized multi-robot coordination.

The “dialectic” synergy between robotic autonomy and human input. Subterranean envi-

ronments, unless instrumented a priori, prohibit the reliable self-carried high-bandwidth com-

munication among the robots and to the Base Station. Accordingly, robotic autonomy was the

key mission-enabling factor. However, when a communication link was available, the Human

Supervisor could provide high-level commands that optimized the robot’s deployment strategy

and the areas they undertook to explore. Accordingly, the robot autonomy was designed in

a manner allowing for efficient, sparse, “supervision” by the human. In this “supervised au-
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tonomy” architecture, all the spatio-temporally dense path planning decisions were left for the

robots to decide autonomously, while the operator could orchestrate the exploration strategy.
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